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The maximum numbers A(m, n) of basic feasible solution~ of non-degenerate 
m X n transportation problems are known when n =km + c and c = 0, 1 or m - 1. 
Recently the cases c= 2 and m-  2 have also been settled. In 1972 E. D. Bolker 
was led to believe that A(m, n) was always of the form A(m, km+ c)= (n!/(k!)") 
P(m,c, k), where P(m, c, k) is a polynomial in k with integer coefficients and 
highest erm m"-Zk ''-r This conjecture is proved. 
The set of constraints in an m X n transportation problem (TP) consists of 
the equations 
~ x u=a i for a l l iEM and ~ x u=bj  for a l l j~N,  (1) 
j~N iEM 
where the index sets M and N are defined as 
M={1,2  ..... m} and N={1,2  ..... n}. (2 )  
For  the given (real) row sums a i and column sums bj it is assumed that 
a~>0,  b j />0 and S a ;=Z bj. (3) 
i~M j~N 
A solution is called feasible if 
x u >/0 for all pairs (i, j )  ~ M X N. (4) 
Feasible solutions are called optimal 
function. In the ordinary linear TP but 
1 
if they minimize the given cost 
also in the fixed charge TP an 
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optimum can always be found within the set of basic feasible solutions 
(BFS); hence their number---denoted by #BFS- - i s  of interest in respect to 
the complexity of enumeration schemes for determining an optimal solution 
in otherwise intractable cases. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the tree representation of basic 
solutions as displayed for the 3 • 4 example in Fig. 1 the nodes of the tree T 
are the m rows 9 and n columns UI, and the links correspond to the 
m + n - 1 variables in the basis. 
The values of the basic variables Xkl are determined as follows. Deleting 
the link row k-column l splits T into two subtrees t (row k~ t) and t 
(column l ~ [). Let I c M be the set of row subscripts in t and let J c N be 
the set of column subscripts in t. Then 
Xkl = Z ai -- Z b]. (5) 
iel J~J 
In the sketch the split at row 3-column 4 yields I = {2, 3 }, J = { 1, 2} and 
x34 = a 2 + a 3 - b I - -  b 2 : 2. 
It is known that the numbers T(m, n) of all basic solutions--feasible or 
not- - is  given by 
T(m, n) rn" -  into- 1 (6) 
(Proof, for instance, in Knuth [5]). How many of these basic solutions are 
feasible depends heavily on the row and column sums a i and bj. The smallest 
possible numbers of BFS belong to very "unbalanced" TP's like 
(rn<~n) a~=a2 . . . . .  a m 1=1,  am=mn- -m+l ,  
b I = b 2 . . . . .  b, = m. 
a2=4 
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Such problems have only n m-1 BFS, and generally it is not hard to prove 
that 
Z(m, n) -- Min(m ~-1, n "-1) (7) 
is the best lower bound for the numbers of BFS. 
More interesting and more difficult are the questions concerning upper 
bounds for the #BFS. Transportation problems which have degenerate basic 
solutions are not typical, their #BFS are "too large": in the extreme case 
a i= bj---0 (for all i, j), every one of the T(m, n) basic solutions would be 
feasible. All other TP's may be standardized by scaling the a i and bj such 
that 
\7 a i= l=  ~ bj. (8) / ,  
i~M jeN 
This does not affect the #BFS. With (8) the totality of all (standardized) 
TP's becomes a convex polytope P • Pa • Pb, where Pa and Pb are (m - l)- 
and (n -  1)-dimensional simplices, respectively. 
P is dissected into numerous convex subpolytopes p by the totality of 
hyperplanes 
Z ai= Z b+; Oc IcM,  (~c J~N.  (9) 
i~l  j~ J  
If a TP has any degenerate basic solutions, then Xkt = 0 occurs in some 
basis, and (5) implies that this TP lies on at least one of the hyperplanes (9). 
Therefore the inner points of the subpolytopes p represent all "non- 
degenerate" TP's. Now every linear TP may be rendered non-degenerate by a 
small distortion, and Ahrens and Finke [2] show that this is also true for 
fixed charge problems (at the expense of an additional row or column). It is 
therefore reasonable to investigate the maximum possible numbers of BFS in 
respect o the set of non-degenerate TP's only. We denote these maxima by 
A(m, n). 
Bolker [4] proves that the non-degenerate TP's with the highest #BFS lie 
around the "center" c~l of the polytope P which is given by the TP in which 
ai = n for all i E M and b/= m for all j ~ N---a i = 1/m and bj = 1/n in the 
standardized form. We shall restate Bolker's result using the following 
concept. 
DEFIN IT ION.  
if, for all I ~ M and J c N, 
A non-degenerate transportation problem is called balanced 
n l I l<mI J I  implies ~ a i< ~ bj, ( ,)  
iEI jef f  
n111>m]JJ implies ~. a i> ~ bj, (**) 
i~I j~ J  
[[II, I J[ are the cardinalities of I, J.] 
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One of the conditions (*) and (**) is sufficient, because of (3) they are 
equivalent. Note that there is no condition when n I I I=  m IJI. The center t~l 
obviously satisfies (,).  
If (m, n) = 1, then n I I I=  m IJ[ is true only if I= J= 0 or I=M,  J=N.  
Hence ( . )  selects half-spaces in respect o all hyperplanes (9). Therefore, if 
(m, n) = 1, there is just one subpolytope d around c~l which contains only 
balanced TP's. Since the sets of BFS stay constant within any subpolytope p, 
we know that all TP's in d have A (m, n) BFS. 
If (m, n)r 1, the maximum number of BFS occurs around t31, that is, 
inside all subpolytopes p for which c~l is a corner. It is easily checked that 
( , )  is satisfied in a neighbourhood of t31. Hence we restate Bolker's result as 
follows. 
THEOREM 1. Among all non-degenerate transportation problems the 
balanced ones--and only these--have the maximum number A (m, n) o f  basic 
feasible solutions. 
The above justification of Theorem 1 is sufficient in conjunction with 
Bolker's derivation of Theorem 12 in [4]. An independent proof may be 
found in [ 1 ]. 
The maximum numbers A(m, n) of BFS in m • n TP's are known in the 
cases n = km + c, k>~O integer, c=0,  1, 2, m-  2, m-  l: 
A(m,n=km+c)=n!mC- lnm-C-1 / (k ! )  m if c=0,1 ,  m-1 .  (10) 
A(m, n = km + 2) = an!/(k!) ' ,  (11) 
where 
a = - -  (kr + 1)r- l (km -- kr + 1)m-r-E(m - 2r); h = . 
n r=0 
A(m, n = km + m - 2) = n!(km m-2 + A(m - 2, m)/(m - 2)!)/(k!) m (12) 
where A(m - 2, m) =A( l  = m -- 2, l + 2) is a special case of (11). 
These expressions are derived in [1], but the cases in (10) were known 
before [3, 4]. The formulae (11) and (12) are not encouraging as far as a 
simple overall expression covering all A(m, n) is concerned. But the factor 
n!/(k!) m always occurs, and Bolker's [4] conjecture states that this is 
generally true: 
THEOREM 2. A(m, n = km + c) = (n!/(k!)m)p(m, c  k), where P(m, c, k) 
- - for  f ixed m and c--is a polynomial in k with integer coefficients and 
highest term m m- 2km - c - 1. 
For the proof we can base our count on any balanced m • n TP (close to 
Bolker's 81) for instance on the following one: 
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DEFINITION. The balanced transportation problem G(m, n) is defined as 
a 1 =a 2 = . . .  =am_ 1 =n +e, 
(13) 
am=n~(m- -1)e ,  b l=b 2 . . . . .  b.=m.  
Assuming that e > 0 is small, G(m,n) cannot have degenerate basic 
solutions, since (9) can be satisfied only if I = J=  O or I = M, J=  N. In 
Fig. 2 G(4, 10) is displayed with one of its BFS. 
The column ends of a BFS are defined as the basic variables which stand 
alone in their columns (in the tree representation of the BFS the columns 
with ends are O-nodes of degree one). The BFS in Fig. 2 has g = 7 column 
ends. If all of these are removed, a BFS of a leftover TP G*(m, n -g )  is 
obtained. 
For a given BFS we define gi as the numbers of column ends in rows i 
( i=  I, 2,..., m), g=Y~gi ,  h i=k-g i<~k and h=~hp 
The leftover TP G* has n -g  = km + c -  (km-  h )= c + h columns. Its 
row totals are d i = a i - mg i = n + O(e) - m(k - hi) or 
d i=c+mhi+e (if i:~ m), dm=c+mhm-(m-1)e .  (14) 
Since the d i are positive, c < m yields 0 ~< h i and 1 ~< hm if c = 0: 
O<~hi<~k,O<~gi<~kforall i ,  andO<hm,  gm<ki fc=O.  (15) 
Hence h = Y~ h i ~ 0 and h ~> 1 if c = 0. All n - g = c + h columns of G* 
contain at least two basic variables; therefore, g + 2(n - -g )  ~< m + n -- 1, 
implying g >~ n - m + 1. It follows that 
Max(c, l )~<c+h =n-g<~m-  1. (16) 
We can now count the number N n of BFS in respect o a f ixed set H = 
{hl, h2 ..... hm}. It follows from (14) that G*(m, c + h) is determined solely by 
H, m and c. Thus if we let n n denote the number of BFS of G* which have 
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Transportation Problem G(4,10) 
FIGURE 2" 
4 4 4 
di=2+~ 2-e 2e 
d2=6+Ed3=2+e 2+e 2+3e 4-2r 
d4=2-3e 2-3e 
G*(4,3=n-g=c+h) 
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the gl column ends in row 1, thereafter (n~g,) possibilities of placing g2 
column ends in row 2, etc.: 
n n l)(ngl 2)(n 
g3 
n(n- 1)(n-2)... (n--g+ 1) 
(k -h1) ]  (k -h2) ]  ... (k -hm)!  nn' 
gl . . . . .  gm- i ]  
nil, / gm 
or  
nr nn ~I k(k - 1) ... (k - h i + 1), (17) 
Nn-  (k!) ~ (c + h)~----~. ,=, 
where k(k - 1) ... (k - h i + 1) is understood to be 1 if h i = 0. 
Hence all NH(k!) m are  polynomials of degrees ~ h i = h ~< m - c - 1 (from 
(16)). Within the restrictions of (15) there are only finitely many possibilities 
for sets H, and so the total number A(m, n) of BFS of G(m, n) is therefore 
the sum of all expressions (17) and clearly of the form in Theorem 2. 
In the example G(4, 10) in Fig. 2 the possible sets H are 
(i) H= {0, 0, 0, 0}: G*(4, 2) is balanced and has nn= 12 BFS, all 
without column ends, hence N n --- 6n!/(k!) 4. 
(ii) H={1,0 ,0 ,0}  or {0,1,0,0} (Fig. 2) or {0,0,10}:  G*(4,3)  has 
54 BFS, of which n n = 18 are without column ends, hence N n = 3kn!/(k!) 4.
(iii) H= {0,0,0, 1}:G*(4,3)  has 78 BFS of which nn=42 are 
without column ends. Hence Nn= 7kn!/(k!) 4. The total is A(4, 4k + 2)= 
(n!/(k!)4)(6 + 3 X 3k + 7k) = (n!/(k!)4)(16k + 6), so P(4, 2, k) = 16k + 6. 
Next we show that the coefficients of P(m, c, k) are always integers. For 
this it is sufficient to see that (c + h)! divides n n in (17). Every permutation 
re of the e + h columns of G*(m, c + h) transforms a BFS B without column 
ends into another such BFS Bze. If  zc is not the identity, some column j of B 
is moved to a position l 4:j. Since B has no column ends, there are at least 
two basic variables xij and x~.. Assuming B = B~z we would have a "circle" 
x u, Xkj and x n, Xkl in B which is impossible. Hence the n n BFS without 
column ends split into classes of (c + h)! BFS which are equivalent under 
column permutations, and nn/(c + h)! in (17) is always an integer. 
Finally we have to verify that P(m,e,k)=mm-2km-C-~+ O(km-C-~). 
This will follow from 
n~ A(m,n=km)- -  mm-2k m-1 and A(m,n+ 1)>~mA(rn, ). 
(18) 
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A(m, km) is the special case c = 0 in (I0). In order to prove the inequality 
in (18) we extend G(m,n) as defined in (13) to an m • (n+ 1) TP 
G+(m, n + 1) with the following row and column totals: 
at=a2 . . . . .  am_t=n+e,  am=n+~-- ( rn - -1 )e ,  
(19) 
b 1 = b E . . . . .  b n = m, bn+l = c~'~ e 
G+(m, n + 1) has at least the following BFS: select a row i, set xi,n+ 1 ~ 6, 
cancel column n+ 1 and adjust a i~a  i -~ .  The remaining m• TP is 
G(m, n) if i = m, or else it differs from G(m, n) by +6 in a m and -6  in a s. If  
6~ e, it still has the same BFS as G(m, n). Hence G+(m, n) has at least 
m KA(m,n)  BFS and this number cannot be larger than the maximum 
A(m, n + 1). 
From (18) we calculate 
A(m, kin) 
lira 
k~ A(m, (k -  1)m) 
_ _ _  = m m. =~imm m-  m . . . .  m k 
On the other hand 
A(m, km) ~1 A(m, km - j )  
A(m, km-m)  = llj=0 A(m, km- j - -  1)" 
According to the inequality in (18) each of the quotients in the product is 
at least m. Therefore the limit can be m m only if all m quotients tend to rn as 
k ~ ~,  and we have shown that 
lim A (m, n)/A (m, n - I) = m. (20) 
k~oo 
The assertion P(rn, c, k) = mm-2k m-c-1 + O(k m-c-~) is true i f c  = 0 (from 
(18)). For c = 1, 2 ..... m - 1 we obtain from (18) and (20) that 
P(m, c, k) A(m, km + c) (kin + c - 1)! 
lira k = lim k 
~oo P(m, c - l, k) k.oo (km + e)! A(m, km + c -1 )  
km 
= lim = I, 
k~ km + c 
implying that the transition from e-  I to c decreases the k-degree of 
P(m, c, k) by one and leaves the highest coefficients unchanged at m m-2 as 
required for the induction step. The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete. 
COROLLARY. ICe=l= 0, then P(m, c, k) = m~-2km-C-1 + ... +A(c ,  m)/c! 
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Proof. For k = 0 (c r 0), Theorem 2 yields A(m, c) = ct P(m, c, 0), but 
P(m, c, 0) is the constant erm in P(m, c, k). 
In Bolker's [4] list of conjectured P(m, c, k) the case m = 6, c = 3 is not in 
agreement with the corollary. In the short table below this is corrected--by a 
special effort--and all other P(m <. 6, c, k) may be obtained from (10), (11) 
or (12). 
P(m,c ,k)=mC- l (km-t -c )  m-c-1 if c=0,  1 or m-  1(10) 
P(4, 2, k) = 16k + 6 
P(5, 2, k) = 125k 2 + 85k+ 15 
P(5, 3, k) = 125k + 60 
P(6, 2, k) = 1296k 3 + 1092k 2 + 312k + 30 
P(6, 3, k) = 1296k 2 + 954k + 180 
P(6, 4, k) = 1296k + 660 
The convex polytope P of all standardized TP's (8) provides a natural 
probability measure for subsets of P. Bolker wonders whether the probability 
that a randomly chosen TP has A(m, n) BFS might approach l as m, n-~ ~.  
Our characterization of non-degenerate TP's with A(m, n) BFS as balanced 
TP's (Theorem 1) makes this appear highly implausible. If ~a  i > ~b:  
(summations over index sets I and J), then this inequality is certainly also 
true if I contains the III largest a i and J contains the IJI smallest bj. So by 
ordering the row and column totals such that al >~ a2 >/ ' "  ~ am and b 1 
b E ~ ... ~ b n one can easily construct an algorithm which decides in m + n 
steps whether a given TP is balanced or not. 
Now consider the case m= n. Theorem l says that if II[ < IJ[, then 
Y~t ai < ~s  bj must hold for a balanced problem. But it is not too hard to 
show that as m = n ~ ~ the probability of Max(ai) < Min(b: + bk) ( j  =/= k) 
approachs zero (in terms of (m + n -  2)-dimensional volumes in P). So on 
violations of the type III = l, IJI = 2 alone one can prove that the measure of 
balanced TP's falls off to zero as m = n ~ ~.  In fact, the probability of a TP 
being balanced always tend to zero as m + n-~ oo provided that m, n > 1. 
The proof for this, however, does not fit into the framework of this article. 
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